The QSS -32 Series
delivers a powerful
combination of superior
performance and
outstanding ﬂexibility.

High Speed Data Reading
Advanced digital processing
converts data from input source
to spectacular results quickly
and efﬁciently. The QSS-32
series minilabs are designed
to enhance workﬂow and
shorten processing time no matter which components or
peripherals are part of your system.

High Quality Scanner

Automatic Dust/Scratch
Correction

Enhanced Efﬁciency

LED Light Source/Optional Film Carriers

*Digital Ice™ Plus Noritsu’s Digital Masking Software

State-of-the-art LED light technology delivers
sharper, faster, consistently higher-quality scans
from ﬁlm and with minimal maintenance.
Convenient carriers give you plenty of versatility
to scan 135 and 240 ﬁlm. Add optional carriers
for either 110, 120 and
220 for a full range
of possibilities.

Digital Ice™ is a powerful,
easy-to-use image enhancement
tool. It allows you to automatically remove dust and scratches
on ﬁlm, turning damaged or
ﬂawed images into beautiful,
blemish-free prints. Plus, Noritsu’s
digital masking software enables you to correct scratches further
in the ﬁlm’s emulsion layer for remarkable results.

A standard dual magazine system makes paper options ready
when you are. You can now print various sizes without
stopping to change
cartridges. For
greater convenience
and versatility, add
an optional triple
magazine system
and watch your
productivity soar.

Dual Magazine System/Optional Triple Magazine

*Trademark of Eastman Kodak

•

High Capacity

•

Produce up to 1,620* prints per hour for exceptional productivity
and proﬁtability. Features such as additional paper magazines
will dramatically improve efﬁciency.

•

Consistent Quality

A high speed printer-processor produces quality prints of various
sizes, from wallet size to jumbo panoramas. Create from 9001,620* prints per hour from digital cameras or negative ﬁlm.

•

Built-in technology ensures superior image processing and
dependable quality no matter which kind of media is used.

High-Speed Processor

New Digital Print Services

Easy Operation

300 dpi Laser System

Graphical User Interface

The industry’s only multi-paper
matching system automatically
customizes each job to
optimize quality and produce
outstanding 300 dpi results.
Whether you print from
digital cameras or nearly any
other source, you’ll achieve delicate gradations, sharp lines,
and vivid colors.

It doesn’t get any easier
than this. Simply click on
easy-to-understand icons,
for virtually any digital
service you want. Jobs are
easier to process, productivity increases and workﬂow
improves dramatically.

12”

*The actual capacity you achieve may be different. The capacity of the machine varies with the process chemicals used,
the condition of the negatives printed, etc.

Prints From Positive Film

The QSS-32 Series is network– ready and compatible with a
wide array of peripherals, applications, and media.
Prints From Applications

Digital Media

CD-R Writing Services

Digital Camera Media
Writing images from ﬁlm

Writing images from media

Writing images from Prints

DESIGN PRINTS
CD

Zip (Optional)

MO (Optional)

SmartMedia

CompactFlash

SDCard

MemoryStick

QSS Templates

Template Prints Made Easy

d-Storage (Optional)
CT-1/CT-2

QSS-KIDS (Optional)
Software that can be installed on computers
networked to a QSS and used to process orders
for digital services. Allows you to perform
the same operations as the QSS-32 Series on
an external computer, improving the efﬁciency
of time-consuming tasks.

Compact Archive Unit (CAU)
QSS-32 series minilabs are the ﬁrst to give you the ability to print up
to 12” x 36” — perfect for POP displays, trade show booths, posters,
panoramas, and group shots. Big capability for a bigger cut of the
large format market.

Digital Camera Prints

Flatbed Scanner

Jumbo Panorama Prints

36”

Enlargements

Printed Media

Film

The QSS-32 Minilab Series allows everything from producing
prints from digital cameras, positive ﬁlm, or application
software, to easy enlargements and creating photo CDs from
ﬁlm, media or prints.

Excellent Quality

PRINTS/DIGITAL SERVICES

QSS-32 SERIES

MEDIA

MAC

Add this optional internal compact archive
unit and enjoy the ability to create a convenient
library of past jobs. Store approximately 160
jobs, depending on format and size.

QSS-3211

*QSS-3211DLS

QSS-3212

*QSS-3212DLS

QSS-3213

*QSS-3213DLS

OPTIONAL

This powerful software includes
ready-to-use templates, making it easier
than ever to create custom prints with
text, frames, or other specialty layouts.

EXTERNAL CD-R WRITING
Connection Kits

*Future availability for DLS models

PC

OPTIONAL
High Speed Cable
Windows

OPTIONAL

PC

Rimage (CD-R Writer)

Bravo (CD-R Writer)

